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Abstract 

The ancient bronze casting technology in Yunnan was very exquisite, and people at that 
time were able to make bronze ware by single casting, empty belly casting, tamping 
casting, sleeve casting and wax loss casting, And can use forging, molding, hollowed-out, 
gilding, tin plating, inlay, painting, line engraving and other late processing technology 
to make bronzes more aesthetic characteristics. As early as the Spring and Autumn and 
warring States period, Yunnan has become one of the main producing areas of bronze 
raw materials. In the middle and late spring and autumn of the 6th and 7th centuries BC, 
there existed a unique style of bronze culture in Yunnan Province. By the end of the 2nd 
century BC, the bronze culture in Dianchi area developed to the highest stage[1]. As an 
important part of Chinese excellent traditional culture ," Black Copper Walking on Silver 
"is a unique copper craft in Yunnan and a traditional skill with high artistic level in China. 
Its inheritance has far-reaching significance for us to establish cultural confidence and 
rebuild cultural identity. 
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1. The Process of Black Copper Walking on Silver 

It originated from Shiping County in the south of Yunnan during the Yongzheng period of Qing 
Dynasty, and then spread widely in Kunming, Baoshan, Shiping and other places in Yunnan, In 
its heyday, it was named "cloisonne" in Beijing, and it was called "the world's bronze art"[2]. 
It's named for its black copper base decorated with silver lines, Black and white color matching 
and decorative patterns are very simple beauty, In the black gold on the bottom of the white 
silver, black and white, unique, unique light, color, shadow echo, appear magnificent and 
mysterious. 

On the basis of absorbing Yunnan spot copper technology, it draws lessons from the innovation 
of "gold and silver error" technology. But the process is different from the two, The wrong gold 
and silver technology is to beat the gold or silver inlaid on the surface of the bronze groove, 
polished smooth; The Black Copper Walking on Silver needs to melt the silver wire or gold wire 
into the groove, so that the two can reach the semi-alloy state, and then be polished. Black 
Copper Walking on Silver can also be divided into copper silver and copper gold, Black bottom 
copper and silver (or gold) line color, with excellent decorative effect. Decorative patterns are 
also the collection of the strengths of each family, absorbing the auspicious patterns of 
Confucian and Buddhist culture, with flowers, birds, fish and insects, characters, freehand 
brushwork landscape paintings and various geometric patterns as the subject matter, reflecting 
the spirit of the people of Yunnan, reflecting a profound historical precipitation. The 
"Daguanlou" screen displayed in the Yunnan Hall of the Great Hall of the People in Beijing is a 
masterpiece of black copper and silver. 
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2. The Technical Features of Black Copper Walking on Silver and the 
Beauty of Art 

2.1. Production Technology of Black Copper Walking on Silver 

2.1.1. Copper Alloy Smelting 

Through scientific research, copper is an alloy of copper, gold and silver, among which gold is 
one of the indispensable elements, but the proportion of various metals is not known. In 1997, 
Yunnan Precious Metals Institute used modern instruments to analyze the composition of 
copper, but only four elements were analyzed. 

Through the interview with Master Jin Yongcai, the inheritor of the national black copper and 
silver intangible cultural heritage, we know that the proportion of the material made of black 
copper sheet is :100 units of copper ,1.5 units of gold ,4.5 units of pure silver ,9 units of zinc ,2.6 
units of purified soil ,5.2 units of industrial salt. The characteristic of the copper oxide coating 
produced by this formula is that the copper oxide coating is not easy to fall off, and if it is not 
carefully erased for a period of time, it will also recover itself. 

2.1.2. Production Process 

(1) Smelting copper 

In smelting, the order of adding various metals is very important. When the copper block is 
heated to different temperatures, it is necessary to quickly put several other metals, such as 
gold, into the crucible within 30 seconds at different temperature segments. Borax should be 
used to separate impurities. Smelted copper material should be poured into the pre-heated and 
internal waxing container, after setting, cooling, take out the copper block and put in the 
prepared red soil or grass ash heat preservation, slow annealing cooling. 

(2) Forging into pieces 

Smelting the copper pieces according to the size and shape of the equipment needed to forge, 
the forging piece is constantly beating copper pieces to make it a certain thickness and width. 
At the same time, in order to give full play to this good ductility, tempering process is essential, 
usually the initial forging three times need to be tempered once, to the later stage, the need to 
temper once. 

(3) Make a pattern 

After the copper sheet is forged, the designed drawings can be set out. "Sample" is the draft, will 
be made of black copper silver parts of the disassembly and development, according to the 1:1 
proportion of the production of paper sample, the sample printed with the need to chisel 
pattern. 

(4) Chisel 

Before chiseling, the copper plate should be fixed on a rubber pier made of rosin, concrete and 
sand, and the chisel with different thickness and size should be chiseled according to the pattern 
attached to the black copper plate. Chisel lines must be consistent, chisel depth is extremely 
important, chisel too deep easy to chisel through copper, chisel too shallow not easy to go silver. 
After chiseling the pattern on the copper sheet, burn the pattern on the copper sheet with a 
torch and wash it with clean water to prepare for the next step. 

(5) silver-walking 

The silver-walking process is the key to the silver-walking process. Silver walking is to put the 
pure silver of 99.99% purity on the copper sheet. When the copper sheet is heated to a certain 
temperature, the silver block is torch silver melting with the tongs, so that the liquid silver flows 
along the chiseled groove. The melting point of copper is about 1084°C, the melting point of 
copper alloy is 50°C lower than that of copper, about 1034°C, and the melting point of pure 
silver is 960.8°C. 
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(6) Assembly molding 

When assembling objects, craftsmen need to knock black copper pieces into the shape of objects 
and bind them one by one. In the assembly to be fully in accordance with the design 
specifications to operate, there can be no error, a few millimeters of error will lead to the final 
device type changes, so that the entire production process before the work. 

After the assembly is completed, the welding needs to be carried out, and the welding objects 
form a whole. 

(7) Polishing 

Remove the excess solder and welding marks left during welding, and use different types of 
files to smooth the finished device. 

(8) Kneading black 

The black kneading process can be said to be the unique part of the black copper technology, in 
fact, the sweat and alloy copper full contact, copper tire will become black and bright state. This 
blackened alloy copper is called "black copper ". Most people's hand sweat is weak acid, the acid 
in hand sweat is the main reason for the blackening of copper alloy surface. 

2.2. Decorative Pattern Analysis 

The characteristic of black copper silver walking technology is that the black copper piece goes 
out of the silver line, and its effect is similar to the white drawing technique in Chinese painting. 
It has a wide variety of patterns. From the point of view of pattern style, it involves characters, 
animals, characters, geometry and other subjects. Among them, there are eight immortals, the 
characters in the traditional mythological stories; the animals are mainly traditional auspicious 
patterns, including cranes, dragons, Phoenix, Kirin and other images; the plants have plum, 
orchid, bamboo, chrysanthemum, lotus, landscape painting, etc.; the characters include ancient 
poems, sending words, etc.; the geometric patterns include ten thousand characters, moire lines, 
echo lines, etc. From the decorative purpose of ornaments, can be divided into two types of 
blessing, blessing and auspicious objects, many materials, myths and legends and ancient 
auspicious patterns, such as Fu Lushou, eight Immortals across the sea, or the use of 
homophonic expression of auspicious, such as lotus and fish combination, meaning more than 
years. 

(1) Figurative ornaments: Some of the silver ornaments of Black Copper Walking on Silver are 
the real presentation of things in a concrete way. The concrete patterns are generally based on 
homophonic, moral, allusions, etc. The history of such patterns can be traced back to the Stone 
Age, when rock paintings or stone carvings appeared in totem form. After the Shang and Zhou 
bronze age, Qin and Han stone and brick, Sui and Tang stone carving, Song and Yuan flowers 
and birds painting and Ming and Qing embroidery and porcelain and other aspects, the subject 
matter reflects Ji Qingxiangrui, the content of the United States. Such as the plum orchid bamboo 
chrysanthemum to describe the noble personality, the symbol of happiness and lotus flowers, 
landscape and other plant patterns, as well as the symbol of happiness bats, the meaning of fish 
goldfish, representing the festive magpie and other animal patterns. 

 

 
Fig 1. Five Fu holding the birthday 
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(2) Freehand brushwork: The most freehand brushwork in black copper silver walking 
apparatus is two-sided continuous pattern, which is also called "band pattern ". It is the earliest 
and widely used basic pattern organization method in decorative pattern. As early as in the 
original society of painted pottery, the two sides of the continuous pattern has been very high 
achievements, such as the early pottery on the mesh, vortex, triangle, milk nail, rope, cloud and 
thunder, etc. The Yunqi pattern on the Han Dynasty lacquer ware tends to be consistent with 
the pottery pattern of the same period. 

 

 
Fig 2. Freehand brushwork 

 

(3) Text decoration: the text occupies a large proportion in the decorative pattern of black 
copper walking silver, the text is mainly famous calligraphy, the copying of poetry or original 
poetry, gift words, family instruction and other calligraphy works, sometimes combined with 
freehand brushwork landscape painting ornaments appear on the surface of objects. Text 
ornaments are drawn from Chinese calligraphy art, paying attention to the aesthetic sense of 
the lines and the side structure of the characters, and also paying attention to the overall rules 
of the works and the structural aesthetic sense embodied in the characters and strokes. 
Therefore, it is necessary to attach importance to the power of line turning and rhythm, not 
only that, the rationality of picture composition and the artistic conception of the works affect 
the aesthetic appearance of the works. 

 

 
Fig 3. Text decoration 

2.3. Modeling Features 

In the black copper silver walking device, there are many kinds of black copper silver walking 
device, mostly practical type. After field investigation and investigation, the author 
systematically summarizes and summarizes the investigation results, and obtains the modeling 
characteristics of black copper silver walking device. In the same type of black copper silver 
walking apparatus, its style is often different, this difference is often manifested in the shape of 
some parts of the device, such as black copper silver ink cartridge has buckle cover type, 
embedded, shape has long box, square box, elliptical box, round box, leaf box, cylinder box, 
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according to the lock there is no deduction ink box and no buckle ink box. Due to the limitation 
of material and production technology, the type of apparatus made by black copper silver 
walking process is relatively small and the type of apparatus is more traditional. According to 
the type of apparatus, it can be divided into different types, such as literary room, wine, incense 
stove and hand stove, tea set, pendulum, jewelry, cigarette and so on. From the point of view of 
the type of device, black copper silver walking device has high practical value. 

2.4. Color Characteristics 

Color is one of the important elements of painting and arts and crafts, and it is the most sensitive 
form element that causes our common aesthetic pleasure. Color is one of the most expressive 
elements, because its nature directly affects people's feelings. Although black and white silver 
is famous for its black and white color matching, it is found in the study that its color matching 
is not limited to this. On the basis of the black copper walking on silver technology, there are 
also black copper gold, black copper wire enamel and other appliances, rich in color, strong 
visual beauty. 

The "black" in "black copper" is black, the "silver" attribute is white, the word "black copper 
and silver" comes from the high generalization of the color of black copper and silver. Black and 
white two-color collocation has a long history, the earliest in more than 8,000 years ago half 
slope "man-faced fish basin ", temple bottom ditch" petal pattern "and other decoration mostly 
drawn in black, is one of the typical representatives of ancient Chinese culture; Tang Dynasty 
Cizhou kiln ceramics, carved porcelain glaze and hand-painted rust glaze black-and-white 
pattern decoration modeling, in the history of porcelain form a unique style, enduring; China's 
southern architecture Suzhou garden, Xidi, Hongcun and other traditional houses with black 
roof, white wall simple and generous; northern black doors and windows, with white window 
paper, white wall strong contrast can also reflect the black and white aesthetic; The funeral 
ceremony in life etiquette takes black and white as the main color, and becomes an important 
form of Chinese sustenance and sorrow; Taoist thought: there are dynamic and dynamic 
changes between things, static is black and white yin and yang or the dynamic balance of solid 
and soft. Black represents the rhythm, full of life's restlessness, all things are in its gestation. 
"White" represents the quiet, is light nothingness is the "key" of the "wonderful door "; in 
calligraphy, ink painting art is black and white to play incisively and vividly. 

3. Contemporary Development of Black Copper Walking on Silver 

With the development of social economy, the transportation conditions are more convenient, 
the level of industry and science and technology has been greatly improved, and the 
development of products and technological innovation have changed greatly. 

3.1. Changes in Materials and Tools 

In terms of materials, copper with high purity has been used as raw material. Some copper can 
be used directly without even purification, and the quality of the material has been greatly 
improved compared with the past. And the raw materials are quite abundant, has completely 
got rid of the situation of material shortage and unstable supply before liberation, the kinds and 
sources of raw materials available for craftsmen to choose are becoming more and more 
diversified, and the craftsmen have more fixed suppliers, which to a large extent solves the 
worries about the supply of materials. 

In terms of tools, on the whole, the commonly used chisel cutting tools, grinding, beating 
utensils have not changed more in type, but the number and variety have increased from the 
first few to dozens of. In addition, some tools have been upgraded with the progress of science 
and technology. For example, the electronic scale is more convenient to operate and the 
measurement data is more accurate, thus increasing the amount of materials used by 
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technicians and increasing the rate of good products. In the drawing design, began to use the 
computer to draw patterns, making the lines more smooth, size ratio and so on more accurate. 
With the help of modern tools, while increasing productivity, but also improve the quality of 
copper silver final products. 

3.2. Technological Innovation 

One is to use fire. In the process of making black copper silver, the role of fire is particularly 
important. In the past, craftsmen used kerosene and charcoal fire, now replaced by natural gas 
and gas, and part of the process of using fire has been replaced by clean energy, such as the 
furnace used for chemical materials by electric melting furnace. In the process of silver walking, 
the traditional leather tiger develops into a spray gun, which saves effort and takes less time, 
and the flame temperature of the spray gun is uniform and easy to grasp. 

Second, cover the black. The traditional way of covering black is to use acid sweat on the hand 
to rub the surface of the object to accelerate the oxidation of copper surface to black. In view of 
the characteristics that acid liquid can accelerate the oxidation and blackening of copper 
surface, the "vinegar bubble method" has been invented to help copper blacken quickly, 
especially for large items, which saves more time. 

3.3. Product Development and Innovation 

Modern black copper can design different levels of consumer groups, but can be divided into 
two categories. 

One is for high-end customers to develop products to meet higher consumer demand. Such as 
"24 filial piety big fumigation stove "and" Wufu holding longevity generous tripod "and so on. 
Take "24 filial piety big fumigation stove "as an example, this work modelling tradition, with 
the elephant leg, the crane ear, the gourd top and so on exquisite design, the style tradition and 
does not lose the beauty, the furnace body with the continuous ten thousand characters pattern 
bottom, the decoration has the 24 filial piety theme pattern mainly Tibetan decoration, also has 
the dark eight immortals, the auspicious eight treasures, the auspicious cloud and so on 
classical decoration pattern, the pattern line is smooth and clear, the primary and secondary 
clear. 

 

 
Fig 4. 24 filial piety big fumigation stove 

 

The other is the consumer market demand for mass consumers. Since its birth, the price of black 
copper silver has been high, so both the potential customer group and the market living space 
have some limitations, which is also one of the main factors limiting the development of black 
copper silver. However, with the increasing size of young consumer groups, the research and 
design of black copper and silver in line with young consumer groups should be taken as the 
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main development direction, and the way of realization is mainly small-scale and joint 
development. 

The so-called small device type, that is, the design of some small products in line with the 
contemporary aesthetic, by simplifying decoration or reducing the shape of objects to achieve 
the purpose of reducing the price. such as bracelets, necklaces and other products. 

 

 
Fig 5. Black Copper Walking on Silver bracelet 

 

The joint development is because the cost of black copper silver is very high and it is difficult to 
cater to the public independently, so some craftsmen began to seek cooperation with other 
industries. For example, gold Yongcai, a master of black copper silver technology, has jointly 
launched a "spotless" tea kettle with Heqing silver ornaments Li Xiaobai. 

 

 
Fig 6. "No Dust" tea pot 

4. Conclusion 

In today's society with the development of science and technology, the development of 
traditional handicraft is not optimistic. Therefore, how to realize its own survival and 
development in the era of rapid change of life style and multiple competition of market 
economy is a problem that needs to be considered by black copper and many other excellent 
traditional handicrafts. At present, copper silver has begun to make changes to better cope with 
the development of the times, these changes will be a great help to solve the difficulties faced 
by copper silver. However, for the future difficulties and opportunities coexist, the development 
of the silver needs the joint efforts of all walks of life, and everyone should be advocated to 
continue the precious culture of the Chinese nation. 
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